Introduction

This Bibliography has been produced as a resource for researchers into Gloucester’s history and archaeology. It will hopefully make some of the lesser-known works more accessible, as well as the specialist contributions to larger volumes.

Format

The Bibliography falls into three main sections.
Section 1: Alphabetised listing of authors and works.
Section 2: Listing of works under selected topographic and thematic keywords.
Section 3: Bibliography in computerised format, with the ability to undertake individual, tailored, searches.

The Computer Disk

The disk contains the bibliographic data, prepared under the PAPYRUS Bibliographic System. It is supplied complete with the PAPYRUS RETRIEVER program, which allows further interrogation of the data.

Introduction to the 2011 revised edition

This edition follows a request, in the February 2011 Newsletter, from the B&GAS Gloucester Research Panel for a volunteer to update the Archaeological and Historical Bibliography of Gloucester compiled by Malcolm Atkin in 1993.

No version of the computer disk was available when work on this edition commenced so the following work derives from paper copies.

It was agreed to retain as much of Malcolm’s work as possible unless there is a very good reason to the contrary. However, some changes have been made during the revision.

The Council for British Archaeology’s standard list of abbreviated titles of current periodicals and series has been adopted in place of the abbreviations used in the 1993 edition.

The Keyword Index has been retained with a few more categories created. The principal change being that POST-MEDIEVAL is now roughly 1500-1700 with 18th, 19th and 20th CENTURY being added.

The bibliography, for the most part, only includes published works to the end of 2010 which means that archaeological grey literature that has been produced as a result of developer funded fieldwork, most of which has been undertaken since 1993, has not been included. [That may be found by referring to http://www.oasis.ac.uk/england/] Likewise, the references that are printed annually in TBGAS Archaeological Review have not been reproduced.

Bearing in mind that the bibliography contains both archaeological and historical titles, only those historical titles that refer directly to archaeological features, including buildings, have been added. Thus papers about individual abbots, bishops [and Robert Curthose] are included as they are linked to the Cathedral. Likewise histories of firms such as Moreland’s and the Gloucester Railway Carriage & Wagon Company are included as the buildings to some extent still exist even if the companies are long gone.
MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, WESTGATE

BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, POTTERY, ROMAN

COINS, ROMAN, THE CROSS

HUCCLECOTE, KINGSHOLM, RELIGION, ROMAN, UPTON ST LEONARDS

[Oxford]
BERKELEY STREET, EASTGATE, FINDS, HUCCLECOTE, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN

Allen, J.R. (ed.) 1894. Discovery of medieval and Roman remains on the site of the Tolsey at Gloucester, *The Illustrated Archaeologist*, 1, 259-263
FINDS, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, SAXON, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE

BURIALS, CIVIL WAR, COINS, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN

Anon. 1798. The pursuits of architectural innovation III: Gloucester Cathedral, *Gents. Mag.*, 68(2), 926-927
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

EASTGATE, MOSAIC, ROMAN

Anon. c.1820. ‘Notes on the church of St Mary de Lode’ [Gloucestershire Archives D9125/2/2346]
MEDIEVAL, SAXON, ST MARY DE LODE
[check details]

Anon. 1824. Roman antiquities, *Gents. Mag.*, 94(2), 165
BURIALS, ROMAN, WOTTON
[Rufus Sita]

CATHEDRAL

Anon. 1846. An account of Gloucester Cathedral, *The Builder*, 4, 8 August 1846, 386-387
CATHEDRAL

Anon. 1846. On finding part of Roman quay wall at Gloucester, *Gents. Mag.*, 116(2), 517
QUAY, ROMAN, WESTGATE

Anon. 1847. Lead coffin at Gloucester, *Gents. Mag.*, 117(2), 411
ASYLUM LANE, BURIALS, LEAD, ROMAN

Anon. 1848. Lead coffin at Gloucester, *Gents. Mag.*, 118(1), 70
BURIALS, LEAD, ROMAN

CATHEDRAL
Anon. 1858. Gloucester Cathedral, *Gents. Mag.*, **128(2)**, 511-512
*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, 19th CENTURY* [restoration of Chapter House]

*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, 19th CENTURY*

Anon. 1867. Llanthony Priory, *Gents. Mag.*, **137(1)**, 127-141
*LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL* [Prima & Secunda]

*CATHEDRAL, 19th CENTURY*

*CATHEDRAL, 19th CENTURY* [installation of new reredos]

*KINGSHOLM, RELIGION, ROMAN*

Anon. 1881. The font in Gloucester Cathedral, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **1**, 249-250
*CATHEDRAL, 19th CENTURY*

Anon. 1881. The south-gate of Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **1**, 418
*DEFENCES, POST-MEDIEVAL, SOUTHGATE, 18th CENTURY*

Anon. 1881. Over Bridge, Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **1**, 447-449
*BRIDGE, 19th CENTURY*

Anon. 1882/83. Catalogue of objects of interest illustrative of the history of St Peter’s Abbey, Gloucester, and the Cathedral exhibited at the conversazione Thursday April 5th 1883, *Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, **1**, 81-96
*CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, IMAGE, MEDIEVAL, PERSON, TEXTILES*

Anon. 1883/84. Chronological list of the abbots and the buildings recorded to have been erected by them, *Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, **2**, 174-176
*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON*

*DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL, ST MARY DE LODE*

Anon. 1890. St Catherine’s church, Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **4**, 484-486
*CHURCH, MEDIEVAL, ST CATHERINE’S, WOTTON, 19th CENTURY*

*CATHEDRAL, 19th CENTURY*

Anon. 1894. Archaeological discoveries, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **5**, 530-532
*BUILDING MATERIALS, BURIAL*

*BURIALS, COINS, EASTGATE, GLASS, MEDIEVAL, MOSAIC, ROMAN, ST MARTIN’S, ST PAUL’S ROAD, THE CROSS*

Anon. 1901. Lands of the prior of Llanthony, 1265-1270, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, **8**, 93-95
*LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL*
Anon. 1901. Burgesses of Gloucester, 1269, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 8, 95-96
MEDIEVAL, PERSON

Anon. 1902. The ancient archives of Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 9, 121-122
DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL

Anon. 1902. Gloucestershire gleanings, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 9, 101
CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, COINS, GLASS, ROMAN

HOSPITAL, LEPER, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, ST MARY MAGDALENE'S, WOTTON

GENERAL, MUSEUM

Anon. c.1920. *Souvenir of Gloucester Cathedral*
CATHEDRAL, IMAGE [photographs]

BUILDING, MEDIEVAL, NORTHGATE

Anon. 1931/32. The Prinknash Park glass, *Pax* [The monthly review of the Benedictines of Prinknash ... ], 21, no.115, 38-41
CATHEDRAL, GLASS, POST-MEDIEVAL

BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, POTTERY, ROMAN

BRISTOL ROAD, INDUSTRY, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

Anon. 1970. The siege of Gloucester seen from Prinknash 1643, *Pax* [The monthly review of the Benedictines of Prinknash ... ], 60, no. 325, 19-25
CIVIL WAR, DOCUMENTARY

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, 20TH CENTURY

Anon. 2000. Gloucester Castle, *Dean Archaeol.*, 13, 47
CASTLE, MEDIEVAL

BARBICAN ROAD, BLACKFRIARS, COMMERCIAL ROAD, LADYBELLEGATE, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE

IMAGE, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

DENDROCHRONOLOGY, GREYFRIARS

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL
ABBEYMEAD, COINS, FINDS, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING,
POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, ROMAN, SAXON

BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN

ABBEYMEAD, AGRICULTURE, BURIALS, IRON AGE, LLANTHONY, LONDON ROAD, MEDIEVAL,
PARK STREET, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, ROMAN, SAINTBRIDGE, WOTTON

BUILDING, CIVIL WAR, INDUSTRY, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY

Atkin, M. 1988. *History under our feet: the work of the Gloucester excavations unit*
[Gloucester: Gloucester City Museums]
GENERAL

GENERAL, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN

ABBEYMEAD, AGRICULTURE, BERKELEY STREET, BUILDING REMAINS, BURIALS,
CONEY HILL, DEFENCES, GEOPHYSICS, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL,
POTTERY, ROMAN, SAXON, UPTON LANE, WESTGATE, 19th CENTURY

BERKELEY STREET, BUILDING REMAINS, CIVIL WAR, CLAY PIPES, GEOPHYSICS,
HUCCLECOTE, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, ROMAN, SOUTHGATE,
WESTGATE, 18th CENTURY

AGRICULTURE, BUILDING REMAINS, BURIALS, CIVIL WAR, CLAY PIPES, COINS, FINDS,
GEOPHYSICS, GLASS, HUCCLECOTE, INDUSTRY, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL,
POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, QUAY, RELIGION, ROMAN, ST OWEN’S, SANDHURST LANE,
SAXON, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE, 18th CENTURY, 19th CENTURY

BARBICAN ROAD, CASTLE, COMMERCIAL ROAD, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL

CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES

GEOPHYSICS

CIVIL WAR, INDUSTRY, IRON AGE, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, PREHISTORIC,
RELIGION, ROMAN, SAXON

CIVIL WAR

FINDS, LEATHER, MEDIEVAL, QUAY

CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES, PERSON

ABBEYMEAD, BARNWOOD, KINGSHOLM, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, WESTGATE

ABBEYMEAD, AGRICULTURE, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN

CIVIL WAR, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, SOUTHGATE

CIVIL WAR, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, SAXON, SOUTHGATE

CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES, DOCUMENTARY

CIVIL WAR, POST-MEDIEVAL

GEOPHYSICS

AGRICULTURE, BARNWOOD, BUILDING, BURIALS, COLLEGE STREET, DENMARK ROAD, ELMBRIDGE, ESTCOURT ROAD, FINDS, GEOPHYSICS, HORTON ROAD, HOSPITAL, IRON AGE, KINGSHOLM, LEATHER, LONGFORD, MATSON, NORTHGATE, OXSTALLS LANE, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, PREHISTORIC, ROMAN, ST MARGARET'S, UPTON LANE, WESTGATE, WOTTON, 19TH CENTURY

ABBEYMEAD, BARBICAN ROAD, BUILDING REMAINS, BURIALS, CASTLE, CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES, EASTGATE, FINDS, GEOPHYSICS, HOSPITAL, HUCCLECOTE, KINGSHOLM, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, QUAY, ROMAN, ST MARGARET'S, SAXON, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE, WOOD, WOTTON

BLACKFRIARS, BRUNSWICK ROAD, BUILDING REMAINS, BURIALS, CIVIL WAR, COINS, COLLEGE STREET, DEFENCES, ESTCOURT ROAD, FINDS, GEOPHYSICS, HARE LANE, HEMPSTED, HORTON ROAD, KINGSHOLM, LADYBELLEGATE, LONGFORD, MEDIEVAL, MOSAIC, POST-MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, QUAY, QEDGELEY, ROMAN, SAXON, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE, WOTTON, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

CLAY PIPES, EASTGATE, FINDS, POST-MEDIEVAL, QUAY, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

Atkyns, R. 1712. The ancient and present state of Gloucestershire
[reprinted 1974 Wakefield: E.P. Publishing & Gloucestershire County Library]
GENERAL

Austin, R. 1914. Letters of Thomas Dudley Fosbroke, 
Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc., 37, 135-184
DOCUMENTARY, PERSON

DOCUMENTARY, GENERAL

DOCUMENTARY, MAPS

BARNWOOD, BURIALS, POTTERY, ROMAN

Austin, R. (ed.) 1928. Headmasters and ushers of the King’s (College) School, 1545-1841, from notes compiled by J.N. Langston, Rec. Gloucester Cathedral, 3(2)
CATHEDRAL, PERSON, SCHOOL

CIVIL WAR, DOCUMENTARY, GENERAL

Austin, R. 1936. The City of Gloucester and the regulation of corporations, 1662-63, 
Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc., 58, 257-274
DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL

Austin, R. 1936. Fosbrooke’s History of Gloucester, 
Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc., 58, 286-290
DOCUMENTARY, GENERAL

BUILDING, MEDIEVAL, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE

DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL

DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY

Austin, R. 1939. S. Oswald’s Priory, Gloucester, 
DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, ST OSWALD’S

Austin, R. 1939. The Crypt School, Gloucester, established as a free grammar school, 1539-1939 [Gloucester: John Bellows]
POST-MEDIEVAL, SCHOOL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

Austin, R. 1943. Godfrey Goodman, Bishop of Gloucester, 
Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc., 64, 158-163
CATHEDRAL, CIVIL WAR, PERSON

Austin, R. 1944. John and Joan Cooke’s gift to Gloucester, 
DOCUMENTARY, PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL, SCHOOL

RAILWAYS, STATION ROAD, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

B[...], J.H. 1890. The discovery of an ancient guest house in Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 4, 548-549
BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, MEDIEVAL

B[...], J.H. 1890. The coronation of King Henry III in Gloucester abbey, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 4, 651-656
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

HOSPITAL, MEDIEVAL, RELIGION, ST BARTHOLOMEW'S, WESTGATE

LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL

ROADS, ROMAN

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

MEDIEVAL, PERSON

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

MEDIEVAL, PERSON

BARNWOOD, BURIALS, POTTERY, ROMAN

Baddeley, W. St Clair 1921. Some evidences of the defences of Roman Gloucester (Glevum), *Archaeol. J.*, 78, 264-270
DEFENCES, ROMAN
SAXON

DEFENCES, ROMAN

CIVIL WAR, IMAGE

Baddeley, W. St Clair 1933. A cavalier (probably Royal) portrait found at Prinknash, *Pax* [The monthly review of the Benedictines of Prinknash ...], **23**, no. 146, 201-202
CIVIL WAR, IMAGE

CATHEDRAL, IMAGE, MEDIEVAL

MEDIEVAL, ST. NICHOLAS’S

CATHEDRAL

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, 19TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

HORTON ROAD, HOSPITAL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

CHURCH, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, PERSON, 19TH CENTURY

IMAGE, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

DEFENCES, DOCUMENTARY, SAXON


DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL


DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL


DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL


DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL, PERSON


HOSPITAL, LEPER, MEDIEVAL, ST MARGARET’S, ST MARY MAGDALENE’S, WOTTON


CANAL, INDUSTRY, 20th CENTURY [built Gloucester 1926, beached Purton]


MUSEUM, POTTERY, ST ALDATE


POST-MEDIEVAL, RELIGION


CATHEDRAL, POST-MEDIEVAL


DOCUMENTARY, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, RELIGION


DOCUMENTARY, HOSPITAL, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, ST BARTHOLOMEW’S


DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, RELIGION


BURIALS, GLASS, MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, ROMAN, SOUTHGATE


CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON
Bayes, J.F. & Roberts, J. 1971. Turnpike roads from Gloucester to Cheltenham and Tewkesbury, 
*Gloucestershire Soc. Ind. Archaeol. J.*, 74-84
ROADS, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

Street, Gloucester, 1975, *Medieval Archaeol.*, 23, 201-204
GLASS, INDUSTRY, SAXON, WESTGATE

[Finds, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN

Bayley, J., Bryant, R. & Heighway, C. 1993. A tenth-century bell-pit and bell-mould from St Oswald’s 
Priory, Gloucester, *Medieval Archaeol.*, 37, 224-236
BELL-FOUNDING, ST OSWALD’S, SAXON

[London: Studio Editions] 
MAPS, 19TH CENTURY

Bazeley, W. 1877/78. Some records of Matson, in the county of Gloucester, and of the Selwyns,
*Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Arch. Soc.*, 2, 241-284 
CIVIL WAR, DOCUMENTARY, MATSON, PERSON

Bazeley, W. 1882/83. The register of Abbot Parker alias Malverne, 
*Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, 1, 119-126
CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. 1882/83. The foundation of the Abbey of Gloucester, and the change of the same, before 
the suppression thereof in the reign of King Henry the Eighth by William Malverne, D.D., last abbot of 
Gloucester: with notes by the editor, *Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, 1, 148-156
[rhythmic history]
CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. 1883/84. Notes of a south-west prospect of the city of Gloucester, 
*Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, 2, 165-167 & frontispiece
IMAGE, 18TH CENTURY

Bazeley, W. 1885/97. Notes on the Early English Lady Chapel, built by Ralph and Olympias de 
Wylington, A.D. 1224, *Rec. Gloucester Cathedral*, 3(1), 12-16
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, 19TH CENTURY

Bazeley, W. 1887. Contentions between the citizens of Gloucester and the monks of St Peter’s Abbey, 
*Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 3, 130-134
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. 1888/89. The early days of the abbey of St. Peter, Gloucester, 
*Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Arch. Soc.*, 13, 155-161
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL
Bazeley, W. 1888/89. The guilds of Gloucester, 
DOCUMENTARY, INDUSTRY, MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. 1891/92. Notes on the Early English Lady Chapel of Gloucester Cathedral, built by Ralph and Olympias de Wylington, A.D. 1224,  
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. 1893. Descriptive and archaeological notes on the Tudor carvings recently discovered in an ancient mansion now 163 Westgate Street Gloucester in the possession of M J. Ambrose Fisher

[Gloucester: John Bellows]
BUILDING, POST-MEDIEVAL, WESTGATE

Bazeley, W. 1903. Proceedings at the Annual Summer Meeting at Gloucester, July 14th, 15th and 16th, 1903,  
BLACKFRIARS, BUILDING, CATHEDRAL, CHURCH, GREYFRIARS, HOSPITAL, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, ST BARTHOLOMEW'S, ST KYNEBURGH'S, ST MARGARET'S, ST MARY MAGDALENE'S, SAXON, WHITEFRIARS

Bazeley, W. 1924. Matson in Tudor and early Stuart Times,  
CATHEDRAL, LLANTHONY, MATSON, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL

Bazeley, W. & Bazeley, M.E. 1904. Effigies of Gloucester cathedral,  
CATHEDRAL, IMAGE, MEDIEVAL

Beddoe, J. 1881/82. Remarks on the same skeletons,  
*Trans. Bristol Gloucstershire Archaeol. Soc.*, 6, 349-352 [found 1881]
BURIALS, HALF STREET, ROMAN

Beddoe, J. 1886/87. On three skulls found near the London Road, Gloucester,  
BURIALS, ROMAN, WOTTON

Bell, M. 1982. Land molluscs from St Oswald's site, Gloucester, In: C.M. Heighway & A.J. Parker (eds.) The Roman tilery at St Oswald's Priory, Gloucester,  
*Britannia*, 13, 76-77
ENVIRONMENTAL, ROMAN, ST OSWALD'S

Bell, M. & Macphail, R. 1983. The ‘dark earth’ deposit, In: C.M. Heighway, Tanner's Hall, Gloucester,  
*Trans Bristol Gloucstershire Archaeol Soc.*, 101, 107-108
ENVIRONMENTAL, MEDIEVAL, WORCESTER STREET

Bellows, J. 1868. Two days’ excursion to Llanthony Priory  
BURIALS, LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL  
check details

Bellows, J. 1871/76. On the ancient wall of Gloucester, and some Roman remains found in proximity to it in 1873,  
DEFENCES, EASTGATE, ROMAN

Bellows, J. 1876. On the Roman wall of Gloucester,  
*Trans. Bristol Gloucstershire Archaeol. Soc.*, 1, 153-166
DEFENCES, EASTGATE, ROMAN

Bellows, J. 1877/80. On some archaeological remains in Gloucester relating to the burning of Bishop Hooper.  
PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL, RELIGION

Bellows, J. 1881/82. Remarks on some skeletons found at Gloucester, in 1881,
Bellows, J. 1890. Discovery of an ancient guest-house in Gloucester, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 4, 548-549 BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, MEDIEVAL

Bellows, J. 1894. Gloucester city wall, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 5, 413-415 BRUNSWICK ROAD, DEFENCES, ROMAN


Blakeway, G.S. 1924. The City of Gloucester: its Royal Charters of Liberties and varying fortune [Gloucester: L.A. Smart & Son]
CIVIL WAR, DOCUMENTARY

BELL-FOUNDING, PERSON, 19TH CENTURY

BARNWOOD, BELL-FOUNDING, CATHEDRAL, HEMPSTED, MATSON, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, QUEDGLEY, ST ALDATE'S, ST JOHN'S, ST MARY DE CRYPT, ST MARY DE LODE, ST MICHAEL'S, ST NICHOLAS'S, 18TH CENTURY

CIVIL WAR

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY

Board of Health, 1852. Ten feet and two feet plans of Gloucester surveyed by the Ordnance Survey department under the provisions of the Public Health Act [Board of Health]
MAPS, 19TH CENTURY

Bond, F. 1848. The History of Gloucester; and descriptive account of the same city and its suburbs, etc. [Gloucester: F. Bond]
GENERAL, 19TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, IMAGE, MEDIEVAL [includes an image & note on the Doom Painting in Gloucester Cathedral - destroyed by enemy action London 23.02.1944]

PERSON, 18TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING

BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, GARDENS, 18TH CENTURY

BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, 18TH CENTURY

GENERAL, ROMAN

AGRICULTURE, HUCCLECOTE, ROMAN

Branigan. K. 1994. The new Roman Britain: a view from the West Country,


British Archaeological Association 1848. Transactions of the British Archaeological Association at the Third Annual Congress held at Gloucester August 1846


Britton, J. 1829. The history and antiquities of the Abbey and Cathedral Church of Gloucester .... with biographical anecdotes of eminent persons connected with the establishment [London: Longman & Co]

Britton, J. 1830. Picturesque antiquities of the English cities: illustrated by a series of engravings of antient buildings, street scenery, etc. with historical and descriptive accounts of each subject [London: Longman & Co]


Broome, J. 1995. Samuel Baldwin: carver of Gloucester, Church Monuments, 10, 37-54

CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, GREYFRIARS, MEDIEVAL

Brown, S.E. 1993. Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Company Ltd, Business Archives Sources & History, 66, 16-21
BRISTOL ROAD, INDUSTRY, RAILWAYS, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, GLASS, MEDIEVAL

EASTGATE, NORTHGATE, PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL, SOUTHGATE, WESTGATE

DOCUMENTARY, 18TH CENTURY

DOCUMENTARY, PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL, RELIGION

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING

Bryant, R. 1979. Gloucester: St Mary de Lode, Glevensis, 13, 28
MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, ST MARY DE LODE, SAXON, WESTGATE, 19TH CENTURY

Bryant, R. 1980. Excavations at St Mary de Lode, Gloucester 1978-1979, Glevensis, 14, 4-12
BUILDING MATERIALS, MEDIEVAL, MOSAIC, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, ST MARY DE LODE, SAXON, WESTGATE, 19TH CENTURY

MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, ST MARY DE LODE, SAXON, WESTGATE, 19TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

Buck, S. & Buck, N. 1774. Buck's Antiquities, or, venerable remains of above four hundred castles, monasteries, palaces etc. in England and Wales (3 vols) check details
BLACKFRIARS, GREYFRIARS, LLANTHONY

INDUSTRY, THE CROSS, WESTGATE, 18TH CENTURY

BARNWOOD, FINDS, PREHISTORIC, UPTON LANE

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING

Byard, H. 1974. The historic organs of Bristol and Gloucestershire,
ENVIRONMENTAL, ROMAN

CANAL, PERSON, RAILWAYS, 19TH CENTURY

CHURCH, LONGLEVENS

LONGLEVENS, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

Chubb, T. 1912. *Descriptive catalogue of the printed maps of Gloucestershire, 1577-1911* [Bristol: Bristol & Gloucestershire Archaeological Society]  
MAPS, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, ST MARY MAGDALENE'S

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, WOOD, 19TH CENTURY

[Leicester: Leicester University Press]
DOCUMENTARY, POST-MEDIEVAL

[Gloucester: Alan Sutton]
DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL
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[Gloucestshire Archives SR prints/GL60.41GS] 
IMAGE, LLANTHONY

Gloucester Roman Research Committee 1931. Report 1931-32, 
BRUNSWICK ROAD, BUILDING MATERIALS, CIVIL WAR, FINDS, POTTERY, ROMAN

Gloucestriensis, 1884. A proclamation of King Charles I, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 2, 244-245 
CIVIL WAR

Gloucestriensis, 1884. All Saints’ church, Gloucester, *Gloucestshire Notes Queries*, 2, 546-547 
CHURCH, MEDIEVAL, THE CROSS

Gloucestriensis, 1884. Relics of municipal state in Gloucester, 
*Gloucestshire Notes Queries*, 2, 622-624 
METAL-WORKING, POST-MEDIEVAL

Godwin, G. 1844. Two letters from George Godwin Esq., FRS & FSA to Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., FRS, 
Secretary, on certain marks discoverable on the stones of various buildings erected in the Middle 
Ages, *Archaeologia*, 30, 113-120, plate VI 
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

[Brentford: The Lantern Press] 
CANAL, PERSON, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

FINDS, LEATHER, SAXON

FINDS, LEATHER, SAXON

Goudge, C.E. 1979. The leather, In: C.M. Heighway, A.P. *et al* (eds.) Excavations at 1 Westgate Street, 
FINDS, INDUSTRY, LEATHER, MEDIEVAL, WESTGATE

at St Oswald's Priory, Gloucester, *Britannia*, 13, 38-57 
POTTERY, ROMAN, ST OSWALD'S

Goudge, C.E. 1983. The leather from 38-44 Eastgate Street, In: C.M. Heighway (ed.) *The East and 
North gates of Gloucester*, 173-185  [Bristol: Western Archaeological Trust Excav. Mono. 4] 
EASTGATE, FINDS, LEATHER, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ROMAN

99-103  [Bristol: Western Archaeological Trust Excav. Mono. 9] 
FINDS, INDUSTRY, LEATHER, MEDIEVAL, WESTGATE
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PERSON, WESTGATE, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY
CASTLE, COMMERCIAL ROAD, MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, SAXON

BUILDING MATERIALS, COMMERCIAL ROAD, MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, SAXON

BUILDING REMAINS, CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES, EASTGATE, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, SAXON, THE CROSS

Green, C. 1933. *Catalogue of potters' stamps on terra sigillata found in Gloucester* [Gloucester: Public Museum, Gloucester]
MUSEUM, POTTERY, ROMAN

DENMARK ROAD, KINGSHOLM, MUSEUM, POTTERY, ROMAN

BURIALS, DEANS WAY, KINGSHOLM, POTTERY, ROMAN

Green, C. 1935. *Second catalogue of potters' stamps on terra sigillata found in Gloucester* [Gloucester: Public Museum, Gloucester]
MUSEUM, POTTERY, ROMAN

KINGSHOLM, QUAY, ROMAN, WESTGATE

FINDS, MUSEUM, POTTERY, ROMAN

ESTCOURT ROAD, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN, WATER SUPPLY

FINDS, KING'S SQUARE, ROMAN

FINDS, ROMAN, WESTGATE

CIVIL WAR, HEMPSTED, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN
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Green, E. 1885. Description of a group of Roman sepulchral or cinerary urns discovered in excavations at Villa Vinaria, on the London Road, Gloucester, *Proc. Soc. Antiq. London*, 2 ser **10**, 149
BURIALS, ROMAN, WOTTON

ENVIRONMENTAL, MEDIEVAL, WESTGATE


Greene, B. 1982. Victorian floor tiles in Gloucestershire churches, Glevensis, 21, 29-33 ALL SAINTS, CATHEDRAL, ST CATHERINE’S, TILE, 19TH CENTURY


Grose, F. 1772/87. The antiquities of England and Wales (8 vols.) IMAGE, LLANTHONY check details


Guise, W.V. 1882/83. Historic monuments in the Cathedral, Rec. Gloucester Cathedral, 1, 97-106 CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON
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Hall, R. & Pinnell, T. 1780. A plan of the City of Gloucester: surveyed and delineated 1780 by R.Hall and T.Pinnell CIVIL WAR, MAPS, 18TH CENTURY

Haines, H. 1863. The Deanery, Gloucester, Gents. Mag., 133(1), 767-769 BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, MEDIEVAL, 19TH CENTURY


*CATHEDRAL*


*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL*

Hanbury, M. 1929. Abbot William Parker, *Pax* [The monthly review of the Benedictines of Prinknash …], 19, no. 95, 142-149

*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON*
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Hare, M. 1993. *The two Anglo-Saxon minsters of Gloucester* [Deerhurst: Friends of Deerhurst Church]  [Deerhurst Lecture 1992]

*CATHEDRAL, ST OSWALD’S, SAXON*


*CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL*


*MEDIEVAL, SAXON*


*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, PERSON*


*CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING*

Harris, E.J. 1984. *The moneyers of the Norman kings and the types they are known to have struck [continued: Gloucester to Hastings: Hendon to Hythe]*, Seaby Coin Medal Bull. 794 & 796, 246-248; 314-316  
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*CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL*  
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FINDS, MEDIEVAL, SAXON, WESTGATE
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Heighway, C.M. 1979. Gloucester: St Oswald's Priory, *Glevensis,* 13, 24-25
BURIALS, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, ST OSWALD'S, SAXON, 19TH CENTURY

BUILDING MATERIALS, INDUSTRY, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN, ST OSWALD’S, SAXON
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[Bristol: Committee for Rescue Archaeology in Avon, Gloucestershire and Somerset]
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SAXON
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Heighway, C.M. 1987. *Anglo-Saxon Gloucestershire*  
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CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, MEDIEVAL, SAXON, 19TH CENTURY

ST OSWALD’S, SAXON

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL
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CATHEDRAL

EASTGATE, MEDIEVAL, ST MARTIN’S, THE CROSS

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL
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*Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc.*, 118, 190-201  
CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL, WATER SUPPLY

SAXON

ST OSWALD’S, SAXON
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BUILDING, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT
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ST MARY DE LODE, ST OSWALD’S, SAXON
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CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, 19TH CENTURY

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

RELIGION, SAXON

CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, FINDS, MEDIEVAL

BUILDING, CHURCH, ST OSWALD'S, SAXON

BUILDING, MEDIEVAL, ST OSWALD'S, SAXON
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JEWRY, MEDIEVAL

JEWRY, MEDIEVAL
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BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN, SAXON
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Hitchings, R. n.d. Hucclecote: a village remembered [privately printed]
Hucclecote, IMAGE, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY
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CATHEDRAL, POST-MEDIEVAL
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CATHEDRAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY
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DOCUMENTARY, HOSPITAL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY, 20TH CENTURY

Holt, R. 1985. Gloucester in the century after the Black Death,
Trans. Bristol Gloucestershire Archaeol. Soc., 103, 149-161
DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL

Holt, R. 1985. Thomas of Woodstock and events at Gloucester in 1381,
LLANTHONY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

[London: Longmans] [inc. Holt 1985, 149-161]
GENERAL, MEDIEVAL

INDUSTRY, METAL-WORKING, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

Hope, W.H. St John 1888/89. The seals of the city of Gloucester,
MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL

Hope, W.H. St John 1890. Gloucester civic insignia; with notes on maces of the time of the
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MEDIEVAL, METAL-WORKING, POST-MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, MEDIEVAL

CATHEDRAL, MEDIEVAL

MEDIEVAL, ST OSWALD’S, SAXON

BUILDING, MEDIEVAL, WESTGATE

Howard, F.T. xxxx. Gloucester, Geographical Teacher, 12
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Howard. J. 1777/80. The state of the prisons in England and Wales, with preliminary observations, and on account of some foreign prisons [Warrington]
CASTLE, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL, PRISON, 18TH CENTURY

Howard, R. 1996. Tree-ring analysis of timbers from Mercer's Hall, Mercer's Lane, Gloucester
DENDROCHRONOLOGY, POST-MEDIEVAL check details

Howard, R. et al. 1998. Tree-ring analysis of timbers from 26 Westgate Street, Gloucester

PRISON, 18TH CENTURY, 19TH CENTURY

CIVIL WAR, INDUSTRY

Howes, R. 1993. Gloucestershire roundheads, Gloucestershire Hist., 7, 4-7
CIVIL WAR, PERSON

CIVIL WAR, PERSON

CIVIL WAR

CIVIL WAR [inc. Gloucester]

Howes, R. 2000. The princess in the tower, Glevensis, 33, 46
CASTLE, MEDIEVAL, PERSON, PRISON

CASTLE, DEFENCES, MEDIEVAL

Howes, R. 2003. The Reformation in Gloucestershire parishes, Gloucestershire Hist., 17, 8-15
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CIVIL WAR, PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL

PERSON, POST-MEDIEVAL

CASTLE, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON, RIVER

CATHEDRAL PRECINCT, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON

DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL, PERSON
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Howitt, G.A. 1890. The effigy of King Edward II in Gloucester Cathedral, *Gloucestershire Notes Queries*, 4, 553-555
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ROMAN

ROMAN

Hucclecote Women's Institute 1999. *Our village history* [Hucclecote Women's Institute]
HUCCLECOTE

[New York: Edwin Mellen Press]
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Hunt, J. 2004. Sculpture, dates and patrons: dating the Herefordshire School of Sculpture,
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BUILDING MATERIALS, DEFENCES, EASTGATE, MEDIEVAL, POTTERY, ROMAN
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BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN, SAXON
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BUILDING, MEDIEVAL, NORTHGATE, POST-MEDIEVAL, 18TH CENTURY

ROMAN
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BARBICAN ROAD, CASTLE, COMMERCIAL ROAD, MEDIEVAL, POST-MEDIEVAL

BURIALS, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN, SAXON

CIVIL WAR, DEFENCES, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN
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DEFENCES, EASTGATE, MEDIEVAL, ROMAN

DEFENCES, KINGSHOLM, ROMAN

Hurst, H. 1996. Gloucester's 1900th birthday as a city, Glevensis, 29, 5-8
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ROMAN

ROMAN

ROMAN

ROMAN

ROMAN

Hurst, H. 2010. Interpretive challenges from a well studied cemetery at Gloucester, J. Roman Archaeol., 23, 633-638
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Hyett, F.A. 1981. *Gloucester and her governor during the great Civil War: a lecture* [Gloucester: John Bellows]
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*DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL*
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CATHEDRAL, DOCUMENTARY, MEDIEVAL
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In bibliography there is no finality: (Austin 1916, 233)
It is published by the Dutch Archaeological and Historical Society, an independent body of Dutch scholars in the field of Mediterranean archaeology, Classical and Ancient Near Eastern philology and Ancient History. The journal focuses on the study of the Ancient world in its widest sense, including Classical and Near Eastern philology, art history and the archaeology and ancient history of the Mediterranean world and the Near East. The supplementum ponticum and the supplementum epigraphicum mediterraneum offer a range of studies in the archaeology and history of the Black Sea region and the va Historical archaeology has an ambivalent relationship with chronology and typology. Their archive and patrimony are the stacked volumes of the journal Historical Archaeology, and the debates over ceramic classifications, patterns in artifact assemblages that can be read as typical of plantation slavery or culture contact, or the Georgian Order as manifestation of a worldview diagnostic of emerging colonial identities. But as several contributors to this volume show, attention to identifying patterns, world-views, and orders can sacrifice process to the interpretation of history and the awareness of change to classification and stasis.